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 Julie Bisland:Welcome to the reconvened IGO INGO PDP Working Group on Red Cross names call on 
Thursday, 14 December 2017 at 18:00 UTC 
  Julie Bisland:Agenda Wiki Page:  https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
3A__community.icann.org_x_DRJyB&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&
r=DRa2dXAvSFpCIgmkXhFzL7ar9Qfqa0AIgn-
H4xR2EBk&m=kUFOgatPwzZC5d3l9jsFo9sQzds_aYbElbHgHu5NRE8&s=IbxYB_A1uG2DPgQ-
AiXVO2HjqlvPHFc5GoyU5hpewlg&e=  
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):Is this right? 
  Berry Cobb:Yes Chuck 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):Thanks Berry. 
  Michelle DeSmyter:Welcome Avri! 
  avri doria:thanks 
  Thomas Rickert:It would seem appropriate to include all official languages 
  Thomas Rickert:in my view 
  Mary Wong:@Chuck, the PDP recommendation was for "English and the official languages of their 
respective states of origin"; the GAC advice was for "English and the respective national language." 
  Mary Wong:As Berry noted, it will be useful for the group to decide if it will be "official" or "national" 
languages. Some countries may have one national language, but more than one official language (my 
home country, Singapore, comes to mind, for example). 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):It seems to me that it would be wise for us to confirm the GAC's advice. 
  Mary Wong:Oops, APOLOGIES - I REVERSED the GAC advice and the GNSO recommendations. The 
GNSO recommendations were for "national language", GAC advice for "official languages". 
  Mary Wong:May I correct that on the record? 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):That makes more sense. 
  Mary Wong:Really sorry for hasty typing :( 
  Heather Forrest:Tremendous thanks to Dennis and his team for advancing the work t o this stage 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):Is there any reason why we as a WG should not accept the GAC advice? 
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  Chuck Gomes (Individual):No objection from me. 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):Should we poll the full WG membership on this? 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):Thanks Thomas. 
  Berry Cobb:The DNS label algo only takes the human readable version and converts to DNS label.  It will 
not add varibles like "the" or articles as just discussed. 
  Greg Shatan:Query whether the definite article could be challenged in a curative rights proceeding. 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):Do we need to restrict it to just one common name?  We don't of coursse 
want a long list. 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):I don't see why we should limit it to just one. 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):I like Greg's suggesstion of allowing for additional options if they can 
demonstrate that they are commonly used. 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):We should not allow creation of new common names. 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):Demonstrating use is a good idea. 
  Greg Shatan:This could also be a model for allowing the use of articles.  :-) 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):  I am fine with Berry's proposed approach. 
  Greg Shatan:I think it makes sense to get the information from the 10 national societies. 
  Greg Shatan:Helps with proof of concept. 
  Berry Cobb:@Stephane - I will connect with you off-line prior to holiday start.  and we can reconnect 
and setup up times at beginning of year to move this forward. 
  Berry Cobb:Roger that Thomas. 
  Greg Shatan:Thomas that Roger. 
  Chuck Gomes (Individual):Thanks everyone.  Good meeting. 
  Heather Forrest:Thank you Thomas, Berry, all 
  Berry Cobb:@Greg - Ha!!!! 
  avri doria:bye 
  Greg Shatan:Thank you and goodbye.  Happy Hanukkah and Merry Christmas to all. 
 


